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Conta Publishing
books for children, books for life

Conta Publishing was established on a sunny day in March 2013
by teacher and author Mikkel Nordin Frost and author and translator Christian Høge Holm. From the beginning the ambition has
been to publish quality fiction and non-fiction books for children.
The philosophy of Conta is clear-cut: Children deserve to be
taken seriously, and they have the right to be inspired and introduced to powerful, emotional and beautiful encounters with
books – regardless of their age, needs, interests and reading skills.
We bring stories to life, that make children smile and laugh; we
make possible those special moments, where curiosity, fantasy
and reflection can blossom; we publish books that, in a respectful,
relevant and interesting manner, address important issues from
the life and world of children.
Conta relentlessly insists on high professional standards in both
form and content of the books, we publish. Our extensive experience in teaching, didactics and beginner’s reading – so called
reading readiness – manifests itself in every single book. We
constantly engage in co-operation and dialogue with teachers,
reading specialists, libraries, authors, translators and – of course
– children, in our constant effort to produce books, that make a
difference.
We believe that exciting experiences and special moments with
books, really can make a difference to children – and to their lifes.
Quality books for children – be it small books or large books,
for small children or large children – have the potential to expand
the vision, the horizon, the self-esteem and the world of children.
What more can we hope for?
Conta publish books by Danish authors
as well as books translated from Swedish, Norwegian, and English. In this
folder we present to you our backlist as
well as books to come in 2018. Please,
contact us for more information on our
publications. Furthermore, if you feel
inspired and inclined to engage in a
co-operation with Conta Publishing, we
look forward to hear from you.

Conta Publishing
Kaj Munks Vej 13
DK-8600 Silkeborg
Tel (+45) 29 80 73 05
forlagetconta.dk
forlagetconta@gmail.com
facebook.com/forlagetconta
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Published: 2018
Pages: 110
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Aylan, are you okay?
Mikkel Nordin Frost
2018

Synopsis

Aylan is all alone. Just two days ago his entire family were wiped
out in a bombing raid on the city of Aleppo in Syria. Aylan’s mother
and father and his two sisters were all killed in the attack. Without a
home and a family and with no food and water Aylan desperately
roams the streets of Aleppo with a soul full of grief and a bleeding heart. All he’s got is his cell phone and the number for his best
friend, Achmed, who fled to Denmark with his family a few months
before.
The only hope, Aylan has got, is to call Achmed for help. To escape. But he soon realizes that fleeing the war and terror of Aleppo
is a journey full of difficulties, dangers and enemies.

Aylan, are you okay? is the sequel to the highly praised Achmed
from Syria (2016). Both novels are written for children and offer

both realistic and highly dramatic stories of Syrian children forced
on the run – fleeing from a life dominated by war, death and fear.
The novels present the very different experiences of Aylan and
Achmed and describe their dramatic journeys across Europe towards Denmark.

Achmed fra Syrien
Author: Mikkel Nordin Frost
Published: 2016
Pages: 92
Target group: 11-14
Version: Paperback
ISBN: 978-87-996514-9-8

Achmed from Syria
Based on a true story
Mikkel Nordin Frost
2016

Synopsis

Achmed is 12 years old. He and his family have fled from the civil
war in Syria. Achmed has just started in a preparatory language
class in a local school in Denmark. He is safe now, but school is hard,
and life is not easy. Achmed’s mind and soul are filled with memories and pictures of his family’s journey from Aleppo in Syria and
northward through Europe. The fear, the exhaustion and the pain
from their flight all comes back to him, and in flashbacks we relive
the experiences and Achmed’s anxiety during his family’s journey –
towards a new beginning, a new life in Denmark.
The story of Achmed and his family is based upon the true story
of the life and faith of Syrian refugees in Denmark. Refugees that
the author has met, and who have courageously told their story.
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I’m cool with ADHD
Malin Roca Ahlgren & Susanne Israelsson Stenberg
2015

Synopsis

Alice is 11 years old and lives with her mother. Alice, a strong and
lovable girl, has the diagnosis Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, a condition also known as ADHD. The book tells the story of
Alice at home, in school and when she and her mom goes to the
local Child Psychology Unit. I’m cool with ADHD describes the life
and the ups and downs of a child diagnosed with ADHD, and it is
the hope and ambition of the author, that the book will help increase understanding and tolerance, and diminish prejudice against
ADHD. The story of Alice shines a light on the particular problems of
girls with ADHD. The target group for this
book is children aged 9-12 with ADHD
– as well as their parents, teachers,
Sejt med ADHD
friends and surroundings. The book
Author: Malin Roca Ahlgren
is well-suited as an easy reader for
Illustrator: Emil Maxén
children as well as for reading aloud.
Published: 2015
Pages: 98
Target group: 9-12
Version: Paperback
ISBN: 978-87-999745-4-2

ILLUSTRATION: EMIL MAXÉN
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I have ADHD
Malin Roca Ahlgren & Susanne Israelsson Stenberg
2016

Synopsis

Alice is 12 years old and has ADHD. As in the previous book in this
series, I’m cool with ADHD (2015), this book highlights the positive aspects of the condition, yet also brings to light the challenges
and frustrations, that children with ADHD
often experience. I have ADHD is
meant as informative support to
Jeg har ADHD
children, parents and teachers. The
Author: Malin Roca Ahlgren
book advocates for an open-minded
& Susanne Israelsson
and unprejudiced approach to ADHD
Illustrator: Emil Maxén
– for the sake of the child and its life
Published: 2016
space.
Pages: 98
Target group: 9-12
Version: Paperback
ISBN: 987-87-996514-5-0

Freddy OpFinder

9 788799 651412

FrOst & Brynaa

ISBN 978-8-79965-141-2

Freddy Opfinder
Author: Mikkel Nordin Frost
Illustrator: Morten Brynaa
Published: 2014
Pages: 42
Target group: 5-9
Version: Hardcover
ISBN: 978-87-996514-1-2

Freddy The Inventor
Mikkel Nordin Frost
2014

Synopsis

Mugge and Freddy are best friends. They live in a small town called
Gudhjem on an island called Bornholm way out in the Baltic Sea.
Mugge and Freddy love to play and hang out together. One day
Freddy tells Mugge, that he needs his help with an invention, he has
thought of. A really cool invention. All they need are four wooden
lolly sticks – which means that they have to convince Freddy’s mum
to give them money to buy four ice lollies! Will they succeed, and
is it really possible to make an invention, that will make daily life so
much easier – and more fun! – from just four lolly sticks?
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Freddy The Inventor
– The fall in love machine
Mikkel Nordin Frost
2018

Synopsis

In the little town of Gudhjem on the small island of Bornholm in the
country of Denmark lives a boy named Mugge. He has suddenly,
out of nowhere, fallen in love with Freja from his class, and he secretly – and constantly – sends her amorous glances. She is purely
and simply, extraordinarily wonderful! Unfortunately, Freja doesn’t
seem to take much notice of Mugge. Mugge sees no other way out
than to ask his good friend Freddy The Inventor to invent fall in love
machine, that once and for all will make
Freja fall in love with him. Soon Freddy
is struck with a brilliant idea for a very
Freddy Opfinder – Freja
special kind of fall in love machine.
Author: Mikkel Nordin Frost
All he needs for the invention are balIllustrator: Jørgen Eivind
loons – lots of balloons! – helium gas
Hansen
and a rucksack. And Mugge? All he has
Published: 2018
to do, is to convince Freja to come to
Pages: 44
the old mill Saturday at 10 am.
Target group: 5-9
Version: Hardcover
ISBN: 9788-87-970018-4-4

Sebastian
og Mooncaren
Author: Mikkel Nordin Frost
Illustrator: Morten Brynaa
Published: 2017
Pages: 50
Target group: 5-9
Version: Hardcover
ISBN: 978-87-998892-1-1

89280

Sebastian and
the moon car
Mikkel Nordin Frost
2017

Synopsis

Sebastian is seven years old and lives in a small town on the island
of Bornholm far out in the Baltic. Today is his first day at school. Sebastian is very anxious about it. Actually, he is so anxious, that it almost feels, like there are lizards tumbling around in his stomach. So
good to know, that Tricks is with him. Tricks is Sebastian’s secret and
invisible friend. Together Sebastian and Tricks are invincible!
More than anything Sebastian looks forward to
ride one of the brand-new moon cars, that they
have in school. Even Tricks can’t wait until the
break time! As soon as the school bell rings
for break, they’ll be out to grab a moon car.
And then it will be time for a race with
the other children. Maximum speed!
Let’s hope that everyone gets
safely through the moon
car race …
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Lisa
Author: Malin Roca Ahlgren
Illustrator: Emil Maxén
Published: 2017
Pages: 82
Target group: 10-14
Version: Paperback
ISBN: 978-87-999745-4-2
Malin Roca Ahlgren
Emil Maxén
FORLAGET CONTA

What’s wrong with Lisa?
Malin Roca Ahlgren
2017

Synopsis

Lisa is 13 years old. She lives with her mother and Columbus, her
cat. Lisa plays the guitar and the computer game Minecraft. Lisa has
an anxiety disorder. She is very sensitive to loud noises, unexpected
events, and strict demands. In school she finds a good friend in
Sophie, the health visitor, who understands Lisa, and knows how to
help. At home mum tries her best to protect and comfort Lisa, but
nonetheless daily life is filled with arguing and conflicts. A breakthrough and relief for Lisa comes when she and her mum get in
contact with the local Child Psychology Unit. Here Lisa meets and
eventually makes friends with her class mate Alice. Alice has been
diagnosed with ADHD.
The authors intention with the book What’s wrong with Alice?
is to enhance the awareness and recognition of anxiety symptoms
in children and young people. The book – fiction, but factual – will
contribute to meeting the need for information and understanding – for the affected children, their parents and teachers. What’s
wrong with Alice? is another book in the series, which include the
titles I’m cool with ADHD (2015) and I have ADHD (2016), both
of which present the girl Alice as their main character.

List of publications:
2013
Rhymes and jingles for children (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
2014
Freddy The Inventor (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
2015
I’m cool with ADHD (Susanne Israelsson Stenberg & Malin Roca Ahlgren)
2016
Achmed from Syria (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
I have ADHD (Susanne Israelsson Stenberg & Malin Roca Ahlgren)
2017
If the river could talk … (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
Marie & Sofie – and the clown in the woods (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
Monster Hotel – Christmas at the Monster Hotel (Anna Hansson)
Monster Hotel – Double booked (Anna Hansson)
Monster Hotel – Flea invasion (Anna Hansson)
Monster Hotel – Spring cleaning (Anna Hansson)
Monster Hotel – The Halloween party (Anna Hansson)
Monster Hotel – The hedgehog thief (Anna Hansson)
Monster Hotel – The new couch (Anna Hansson)
Sebastian and the moon car (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
What’s wrong with Lisa? (Malin Roca Ahlgren)
2018 (in press)
Aylan, are you okay? (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
Freddy The Inventor • The fall in love machine (Mikkel Nordin Frost)
Freja & Eskil (Jørgen Frost)
Julia and her super powers (Malin Roca Ahlgren)
Niels Ebbesen – A Danish national hero (Søren Møller Kjeldsen)
Proverbs and sayings (Christian Røge Holm)
The Rascals buy a green house (Anna Hansson)
The Rascals go camping (Anna Hansson)
The Rascals go to a museum (Anna Hansson)
The Rascals in the zoological garden (Anna Hansson)
The Rascals move to Earth (Anna Hansson)
What if everything was upside down? (Kerstin Friberg)
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Are you okay, Aylan ?

Malin Roca Ahlgren

Aylan is alone. All alone. The family’s home in the Syrian city of Aleppo
has been wiped out by a bomb attack, and Aylan’s mother, father and
two sisters died at the attack. Without a home, without family and without food and drink, Aylan desperately wanders around the streets
of
Aleppo with her sadness and her bleeding heart. All he has left is a mobile phone and a phone number for Achmed - his best friend who fled
to
Denmark. Aylan’s only hope is to write to Achmed. And even escape. But
it turns out to be a dangerous and dramatic process filled with obstacles
and enemies everywhere.
Aylan are you okay, ? is an independent successor to Achmed from Syria
(2016). Both books address children and adolescents and provide a realistic and dramatic image of Syrian refugee children - their destiny, their
escape and their arrival in Denmark.
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“Livet med ADHD, præcis som det er! Et godt indblik i ADHD og det at være forældre
til et barn med ADHD. En rigtig god bog!”
/ Bo Hejlskov Elvén, cand.psych.

Bogen er beregnet som en støtte
for børn og deres forældre
samt lærere i indskolingen.

SEJT MED ADHD

“Ligesom med den forrige bog om Alice, oplever vi også her “indefra”, hvordan det
er som barn at leve med ADHD på godt og ondt. Mange unge og ældre kan sikkert
genkende sig selv, og for andre kan bogen være med til at øge forståelsen for børn og
voksne, som har ADHD.
/ Malin Nordgren, Dagens Nyheter

”En rigtig god bog. Det var næsten,
som om den handlede om
mig og min datter (og jeg er også
ligesom Alice) Rock n roll.”

CAROLINE AF UGGLAS

Hvilken opfindelse
mon de skal lave?
Og hvad skal de
bruge ispindene
til?
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God læselyst!

”Et så indlevende indtryk på de udfordringer
et barn med ADHD
kan møde, det giver så meget mere,
end man kan læse sig til i
informationsfoldere og lignende.
Bogen burde læses af lærere,
som er i kontakt med børn og unge
med ADHD. Hvis du åbner dit
hjerte for disse børns sårbarhed,
så kan du lettere klare de situationer, hvor de kan være provokerende.”

Frost & Eivind

NIDHOGG FORLAG

Jeg hAR ADhD

“Bogen indeholder gode råd og giver en følelse af, at man godt kan have et rigt liv på trods
af ADHD. Dette er en nødvendig bog for den, som lige har fået diagnosen, men også for
forældre, skole og de børn, som vil forstå og lære mere. En ungdomsbog for alle aldre.”
/ Jan Aronson, rektor, Södra Ängby Skola, Stockholm

Alice på 11 år kan ikke lide, at hun
har ADHD. Men hun har
også fundet ud af, at der er fordele
med ADHD. Dette er en
bog, som også fremhæver nogle af
de gode sider ved ADHD.
Det er altså sejt med ADHD.
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Hun forsøger virkelig at kigge på
tallene. Hun forsøger ikke at
lytte til alle de der små lyde, som
Ahlgren
Roca
ingenMalin
andre kan
høre. I hendes hoved er lydene meget højere
Emil
end hos nogen
af Maxén
de andre.
Det ved hun. Der er ingen af de andre,
T CONTA
der
kan høre noget.
FORLAGE
De
sidder jo bare helt stille. Som robotter.
Selv om hun ønskede
det, kunne hun ikke blive ligesom
dem. Og hun vil ikke have,
at læreren skal blive vred hele tiden.

M. R. AhlgRen S. I. StenbeRg

Alice på 12 år har ADHD. Ligesom den tidligere bog i serien,
Sejt med ADHD, er dette en bog, som fremhæver de positive
aspekter af diagnosen, men som også beskriver de udfordrinMALIN
ROCA AHLGREN
ger, som ADHD kan give
barnet.
BogenOG
er SUSANNE
tænkt som
en støtte
ISRAELSSON
STENBERG
ILLUSTRATION: CARL-MARCUS RAMSTEDT
til børn og deres forældre og til lærere i mellemtrinet.
Grundtanken er, at åbenhed og viden om ADHD er vigtigt for både
barnet og omverdenen.
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